Who are we?

- Young engineers with high energy, lack of experience and a thirst for knowledge.

- Impatient, but full of enthusiasm.
Why?

- We are passionate about what we believe in.
- We have creative ideas.
- We are quick learners and open to new ideas.

To achieve our collective goals, we need unity of all engineers around the world.
Recruit the enthusiasm of young engineers in developing and applying engineering to the benefit of humanity.
Mission

- To provide the young engineers with the opportunity to contribute to society.
- To improve the soft skills among youth from all over the world.
- To create an international network between Young Engineers/Future Leaders to benefit with diverse culture, to share creative ideas.
Reasons to engage Young Engineers/Future Leaders?

- Because Young Engineers are the future.

- With your guidance and support we will handle the responsibilities and become the future leadership of WFEO.
Raise in Kuwait

- Expenses $500,000. (young forum)
- Special financial support for students (50% off)
- 75 young from 15 Countries
- Social gathering and trips
- Paper and project contest
- Virtual forum
- Workshops
- Exhibition
Dream come true

- Dan Clinton Chair WFEO Engineering Capacity Building Committee agreed to support and mentor the Young Engineers/Future Leaders Task Group

- Kuwait Society of Engineers offered to host the Young Engineers/Future Leaders Task Group for 4 years.
Future plans

- At each WFEO meeting increase the participation of young engineers
- Actively support WFEO programs in WEW 2010 Argentina and WEC 2011 Switzerland
- As we progress, we shall meet and discuss our future plans
A request to the WFEO Executive Committee -
Encourage WFEO members to designate younger engineers to the Younger Engineer/Future Leaders Task Group

Confirmed WFEO Representatives
Kuwait: Zainab Lari
US: Kate Johnson /Jennifer DeBoer
Argentina: Pablo Bereciartua
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Thank You

For giving us the chance to present our ideas to you

..... And thanks for your attention

Thank You